Media Release

The Ultimate Homage to National Burger Day at Black Hide by Gambaro at
Treasury Brisbane
22 May 2019
Queensland’s most celebrated steak restaurant, Black Hide by Gambaro at Treasury Brisbane, has
crafted the ultimate lunchtime creation to mark National Burger Day on 28 May.
Available for a limited time only during lunch, the bespoke burger features a mouth-watering
Australian Wagyu patty, pickled red onion, tomato, lettuce, cheese, mayonnaise, chilli-tomato relish
plus an indulgent list of optional gourmet extras.
For an unforgettable burger experience, decedent options include maple bacon, truffle camembert,
fresh local mushrooms and the ultimate indulgent side for a pinnacle burger – Foie Gras.
The bespoke burger at Black Hide by Gambaro at Treasury Brisbane is available 11:30am – 3:00pm
from Tuesday 28 May to Friday 31 May.
For more information visit https://www.treasurybrisbane.com.au/casino-restaurants/black-hide.
Burger: $25
• Australian Wagyu patty
• Pickled red onion
• Tomato
• Lettuce
• Cheese
• Mayo
• Chilli-tomato relish
Optional Gourmet Extras:
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• Maple Bacon: $8
• Truffle Camembert: $12
• Mushroom: $8
• Foie Gras Side: $48

ENDS
ABOUT TREASURY BRISBANE
Modern luxury meets old-world elegance at Treasury Brisbane. Featuring colonial cool that leaves
ordinary at the door, Treasury Brisbane has rarely stood still since opening its doors in 1995.
Opulent European grandeur comes in spades at Treasury Brisbane, where every space is both
unique in architectural design and unrivalled in atmosphere.
Featuring 125 unique rooms of unmatched splendor with all the modern facilities of a five-star hotel,
Treasury Hotel is unparalleled luxury right in the heart of Brisbane's CBD.
The latest jewel in Treasury Brisbane’s crown, Black Hide by Gambaro at Treasury Brisbane offers
a luxurious feast for the senses with one of the most extensive selections of world-class Australian
Wagyu and Angus steak cuts in the country.
Reinterpreting traditional family recipes through fresh Australian produce has been a winning recipe
for Vietnamese celebrity chef Luke Nguyen, whose Asian-fusion dining hall Fat Noodle is one of
Treasury Brisbane's most thrilling dining experiences.
The old-world opulence of a five-star hotel; the tantalising taste of unique restaurants; the glamour
of exclusive culinary and fashion events. Treasury Brisbane offers so many reasons to explore its
iconic buildings.
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